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London Crime Reduction Board 

Minutes of Meeting 

Tuesday 6 December 2011, 3pm at City Hall, GLA. 

Present 

Mayor for London Boris Johnson  

Deputy Mayor for Policing Kit  Malthouse  

Westminster City Council Cllr Colin Barrow  

LB Hackney Mayor Jules Pipe  

 

Apologies 

Cllr. Claire Kober, 

 

Officers 

Assistant Commander Simon Byrne Metropolitan Police Service 

Chief Executive John O’Brien London Councils 

Chief Executive Will Tuckley LB Bexley/London Councils 

Chief Crown Prosecutor Alison Saunders Crown Prosecution Service 

Deputy Chief Executive Jane Harwood Metropolitan Police 
Authority 

Deputy Chief Executive Jeff Jacobs Greater London Authority 

 

Presenting 

Assistant Chief Officer Sara Robinson London Probation Trust 

Programme Manager Jain Lemom GLA 

Regional Public Health 
Director 

Simon Tanner NHS London 

 

Support 

Joe Mitton (GLA), 

Jude Sequeira (LCRB Secretariat), 

Kevin Taylor (London Councils),  

 

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

1.1. The Mayor opened the meeting.  He remarked that the general picture in 
London on crime was positive in view of the economic situation.  He praised 
the MPS and its partners for doing an outstanding job. 
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1.2. Jules Pipe added that he felt the new Commissioner had got off to a flying 
start. 

 

2. MINUTES OF LAST MEETING 

2.1. The minutes were agreed. 

 
3. HEALTH ENGAGEMENT AND CRIME REDUCTION  

3.1. Dr. Simon Tanner introduced his report and opened the discussion about how 
the LCRB could better involve the health sector in the work to tackle crime.  
He stressed that any perceived lack of interest in health’s participation in 
partnership structures was not due to any lack of interest, say he could point to 
many examples, especially at an operational level and involving Accident and 
Emergency departments, to allay any concerns.  He accepted that it is difficult 
for partners to engage with the NHS through a single point of service for the 
range of needs in a borough because of the complex NHS structures.  He 
acknowledged that the health sector could possibly do more on primary 
prevention e.g. in the area of mental health services. 

 

3.2. The Mayor asked about how health was engaging with the Multi-Agency 
Safeguarding Hubs programme.  ST responded saying it was important to get 
the balance right when referring to data-sharing, warning it could lose health 
support if emphasis was misplaced.  As set out in the report, ST offered to set 
up a liaison group and talk to partners to identify their needs and concerns and 
how to respond to these. 

 

 Discussion 
3.3. The Mayor stated his principal concern related to alcohol abuse and the crime 

agenda and that he has argued strongly for a Compulsory Alcohol Sobriety 
Scheme.  He reported that whilst seemingly favourable to Home Office and 
Department of Health, he has yet to win the support of the MoJ which is key to 
implementation.  He welcomed any leverage that London Councils could offer 
towards getting the MoJ to support a scheme in London.  JP agreed London 
Councils would consider this request. The Mayor welcomed any other 
thoughts on how to tackle alcohol-related crime. 

 
Action 1: London Councils to consider sending a letter to Justice 
Secretary and publishing a joint letter to the newspapers with the Mayor.  
NB A letter to the Justice Secretary has been sent and attached an addendum 
to these notes. 

 

3.4. Kit Malthouse expressed his concern which related to mental health related 
demand upon police resources, including injuries to officers.  He questioned 
whether a pattern of rising demand upon police time was emerging from 
mental health trusts changing their risk thresholds - releasing people from care 
early - in order to manage budgets. 

3.5. AC Byrne reported that possibly 50% of response officers’ time is dealing with 
mental health related demand.  He offered to carry out an enquiry into how 
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much police resource is used in responding to 999 calls, linked to mental 
health demand and people caught in a revolving door between services. 

3.6. The Mayor welcomed this review but also asked for it to set out what can be 
done differently to custody detention. 

 

Action 2: MPS to report on its levels of mental health related 999 calls 
and to set out options to imrpove demand management. 

 

3.7. Colin Barrow expressed a concern that A&E departments do not share data 
consistently regarding knife woundings.  He sought parity with the sharing of 
data involving gunshot incidents.  He stressed the difficulties that exist with 
data sharing involving people over 18 years old.  JP supported this point and 
the inadequacy of using anonymised data.  ST and KM explained that senior 
clinicians resist any change towards personalising data.  The Mayor felt that 
such data-sharing with the police for law and order purposes is a compelling 
argument. 

3.8. STr agreed to test how far the issue can be pushed towards reaching an 
agreement that facilitates A&E departments sharing data on knife woundings. 
 
Action 3:  ST to explore the scope for a London-wide agreement on A&E 
departments sharing personalized data on knife woundings. 
 

3.9. The board wasn’t enthused about setting up a liaison group and the Mayor 
suggested ST carries out the necessary stakeholder engagement dircectly. 

 

4. LONDON ANTI-GANGS STRATEGY 

4.1. AC Byrne set out the latest developments of the anti-gangs strategy.  This 
includes the development of a new MPS operational framework, targeting 14 
boroughs and deploying dedicated units drawn from existing resources.  
These would be deployed to offer a premium service for tackling gangs 
including diversion and enforcement activity.  Once agreed, the programme 
roll-out will commence from January 2012. 

4.2. Alison Saunders advised that the programme could have knock-on effects 
upon Crown Prosecution Service resources and wanted to be kept informed of 
this as the CPS had no extra funding to support the programme. 

 

 Discussion 
4.3. The Mayor noted the progress but was concerned that there wasn’t more 

reference to prevention and diversion activity and links to the Mayor’s own 
programmes such as Project YOU. 

4.4. Will Tuckley explained that boroughs are dealing with gang issues in different 
ways.  He said boroughs supported the development of dedicated units. 

4.5. KM acknowledged that some boroughs have set a good model but this 
practice will have to spread across London as the programme evolves.  He 
said the GLA community safety unit were pulling together information on the 
emerging activities. 

4.6. The Mayor set out an ambition to remove the ‘excuse’ he regularly hears from 
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communities that young people lack the opportunities. 

4.7. CB welcomed the meeting that the Commissioner hosted in October to 
discuss his commitment to this issue.  However, he is concerned that the 
reference to diversion would not necessarily be appropriate to programmes for 
dealing with hardened gang members.  For these, KM said that the emphasis 
for this group remained taking them out of circulation and tracking them better 
in prison. 

4.8. JP queried how the resources would stretch to the high number of boroughs 
involved and whether this would be at the expense of boroughs outside the 
programme.  KM advised that the programme would be funded through a re-
alignment of resources that intersected around each gang.  SB explained that 
the resources would be achieved through productivity gains and that the 
investment would reap broader dividends.   

4.9. The Mayor asked what the gang picture would look like in a year’s time with 
this programme in place. 

4.10. SB stated that members belonging to the top 10 gangs in every borough, 
would be aware of their choices.  The police plan would reflect reductions in 
violence and gun crime. 

4.11. The Mayor added he would like London to wipe out gang-related fear that 
thwarts young people travelling from one post-code to the next.  From his 
community conversations he was sensing that the problem was getting 
distinctly worse. 

 

Action 4:  DMG to consider project work needed for countering post-
code travel inhibitions linked to the fear of gangs. 
 

4.12. SB said this would require strong enforcement but the police service has to 
bring communities along with it in the measures it takes. 

4.13. JP reflected that there is a message to be delivered to communities to enable 
the police to be hard on gang nominals.  He particularly referred to the use of 
deliberate and obtrusive stop and search.  He urged that the rationale for this 
needs articulating to the community to differentiate it from the use of stop and 
search in the ordinary course of events, and so enable a more intrusive and 
heavy-handed approach.  He stressed that his point is the need for a message 
that puts the police and partnerships on the front foot in order to serve a 
programme that seeks to lead people towards changing their ways. 

4.14. KM suggested that this could be achieved by the  branding of the anti-gangs 
programme in a way that achieves a standing like the Trident brand.  SB 
agreed to develop the branding for the roll-out. 

4.15. SB acknowledged the points made and said his plan to improve the courtesy 
standards around stop and search will continue where linked to the normal 
face of neighbourhood policing. 

 
Action 5:  MPS to develop the branding of the anti-gangs programme and 
community messaging linked to stop and search focusing upon high 
harm nominals. 
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4.16. The Mayor concluded the discussion welcoming the planned, robust police 
activity around gangs, supporting the message that this is good for the 
community whilst not lessening the need for respectful use of stop and search. 

 
5. GIRLS AND GANGS 

5.1. Jain Lemom outlined the report and the work in train to ensure girls and 
gender matters are included in the risk matrix of the anti-gang programme.  
She explained the difficulty in measuring the level of incidents but that reports 
from victim groups suggested that the verocity of the sexual violence is 
worsening.  A GLA programme is being devised and she requested this sits 
under the remit of the LCRB.  She sought the LCRB to push the Home Office 
for funding. 

 

 Discussion 
5.2. The Mayor said he strongly supports work to address this issue.  He queried if 

the gang association sexual violence was one of the factors leading to an 
increase in rape levels.  He agreed the LCRB should promote the case for 
Home Office funding 

 

Action 5:  GLA to develop to advise on the case to be made to the Home 
Office in support of the girls and gangs risk mitigation programme. 

 

6. REDUCING RE-OFFENDING 

6.1. Sara Robinson outlined the programme of activity set out in the report, 
including details of the pilot being developed that seeks to capitalise on the 
learning of the Diamond Initiative.  The pilot will focus on targeting offenders at 
greatest risk of harm. SR referred to the various elements of the project 
proposal and advised that an Integrated Offender Management Board has 
been set up to co-ordinate the programme. 

 

 Discussion 
6.2. The Mayor referred to an earlier presentation to the LCRB at which the 

success of the Diamond Initiative didn’t seem clear to the board. 

6.3. SR set out some of the learning, particularly that which will improve supported 
compliance and lead to a more joined up approach from the outset. 

6.4. CB flagged up his concern about the inconsistency by which the prison service 
informs boroughs about prisoner release.  SR responded that this is being 
incorporated within prisoner resettlement strand of the project. 

6.5. The Mayor asked that a target is set to reduce re-offending and hoped to set 
an ambitious challenge. 

 

Action 6:  Project board to consider a target for 2012. 
 

7. RIOTS COMMUNITIES AND VICTIMS PANEL 

7.1. Jeff Jacobs reported that the Government commissioned panel had just 
published its interim report and recommendations on the August riots.  He said 
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more time was needed to look at the recommendations.  He highlighted  the 
reference to the management of claims reporting that 877 claims had been 
received with 554 approved, and 523 of these paid totallling £1.4m to date. 

 

Discussion 

7.2. The Mayor sought that claims were continued to be processed as quickly as 
possible. 

7.3. KM advised that it is still not clear whether the Government will re-imburse 
insured claims but that it has guaranteed to meet uninsured losses. 

7.4. JP reported that Hackney town centre, like others, hasn’t recovered 
economically since the riots but that it is hard to link this solely to the impact of 
the disorder.  He advised that London Councils and the GLA had agreed to 
deal more fully with the panel’s recommendations on publication of the final 
report.  Overall, he didn’t feel that the recommendations were groundbreaking 
for London with much of the practice already in place.  JJ said there will be a 
need to examine the proposal for victims meeting rioters. 

 

8. STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT WITH LONDON LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
THROUGH MOPC 

8.1. Jane Harwood presented an outline on the developments towards replacing 
the MPA with the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime from 16January 2012. 

8.2. With reference to the correspondence between London Councils and the MPA 
she advised that the LCRB would be the most appropriate structure through 
which engagement between boroughs and the MOPC could develop.  Having 
met John O’ Brien, they proposed that the LCRB’s terms of reference be 
reviewed to reflect this principle in the arrangements. 

 

ACTION 7:  To review the LCRB’s terms of reference to incorporate 
MOPC formal engagement with boroughs and other partners. 

 

9. MEETING CLOSE 

The Mayor thanked everyone for their contributions. 

 
The meeting finished at 14:15 

 

 
Date of next meeting: Monday 12 March 2012, 3pm, City Hall 
 


